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Kink- Repairing
Air Brake Coils

Designed to bend, flex, stretch and 

survive the coldest Canadian winters 

and the hottest Arizona summers.
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With standard nylon coiled 
air lines, the most common 
failure point is kinking of 
the tubing when stretched, 
tangled or disconnecting. 
Once an air line is kinked or 
creased, it no longer passes 
DOT specifications and must 
be replaced.

As a top global manufacturer of air brake tubing, 
Reflexallen has solved this all-too-common problem with a 
proprietary engineered polymer blend of tubing.

We call it INTELLI-FLEX™ tubing. This revolutionary tubing 
is designed to flex, kink, fold, bend, stretch and survive the 
harshest winters and the hottest summers. 

Simply put, our INTELLI-FLEX™ tubing far outperforms 
all other types of tubing, including competitive “High-
Performance” and “Cold Weather” coils.

The ISO/DIN version of these kink-repairing coils have 
been the top choice of OEMs and fleets in Europe for 
more than a decade and now the DOT version is available 
in North America!



INTELLI-FLEX™

Part No. Length
(ft.) Description Coil 

Diameter
Pkg. 
Qty.

114-124 12’ Small Diameter, Pair, Red/Blue Grips 2” 6

114-144 15’ Includes 40” Lead, Pair, Red/Blue Grips 2” 6

114-154 15’ Small Diameter, Pair, Red/Blue Grips 2” 6

117-124 12’ Standard Diameter, Pair, Red/Blue Grips 4” 6

117-144 15’ Includes 40” Standard Diameter, Pair, Red/Blue Grips 4” 6

117-124 15’ Standard Diameter, Pair, Red/Blue Grips 4” 6

Kink- Repairing Air Brake Coils

Grips are available in 3 colors - 
blue, red & black. Black allows 
for universal applications.

This is the same tube - kinked, then 
recovered less than 5 seconds later 

INTELLI-FLEX™ kink-repairing tubing 
can kink, crease, bend, flex, fold and 
still pass DOT requirements! 

Black tubing o� ers outstanding 
UV protection, abrasion and chemical 
resistance, extending coil life.

Non-corrosive cable guards o� er 
outstanding tubing protection and 
whip reduction.

Molded in-line leads significantly reduce 
tubing chafing, whipping and coil sag.

The 2” diameter option o� ers amazing 
tangle resistance and coil sag reduction.

E� ective in a temperature range from -80˚C. 
Our INTELLI-FLEX tubing is more flexible than extreme weather 
products of Phillips Polar Air®, Philatron Stallion-Flex® and 
Tectran Armor Air® . 


